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Opening Up About 
Open Textbooks
Accounts of Real Work around OER
OER Definitions
Open educational resources (OER) are free and openly licensed educational 
materials that can be used for teaching, learning, research, and other purposes.
OER Definitions
OERs are broadly considered to meet the “5Rs Framework,” meaning that users are free to:
Retain: Users have the right to make, archive, and "own" copies of the content;
Reuse:  Content can be reused in its unaltered form;
Revise: Content can be adapted, adjusted, modified or altered;
Remix: The original or revised content can be combined with other content to create something new;
Redistribute: Copies of the content can be shared with others in its original, revised or remixed form.
OER Definitions
Most important parts of that definition:
1. Free
2. Openly Licensed--Created with a Creative Commons By license that allows 
ANYONE to remix, reuse and edit content to fit his or her own purposes.
OER Definitions

Where to Find OERs
http://library.ric.edu/oer
http://providence.libguides.com/OER
RI Open Textbook Initiative
● Governor’s Challenge announced September 27, 2016
○ Open Textbook Network (OTN),
○ SPARC & The Right to Research Coalition,
○ Office of Innovation & RIC
● 11 colleges and universities in Rhode Island have pledged support
○ Librarians as leaders
State-Wide Faculty Survey
● 222  Faculty from across the state responded, across many subject areas
○ All types of faculty status, including many adjunct faculty
● 36.5% had heard of 
open textbooks
● 72.1% had never used 
OER and 91.4% had 
never used an open 
textbook
● But - 43.7% would use, 
19.4% would consider
RI Faculty on OER and Open Textbooks
When I offered ebooks to students in the past; all preferred actual textbooks.
Not interested at the present time. Feel that my students like to hold onto  the 
book for future reference.
I really think that using OER materials enhances the instruction overall because 
of the wide array of resources on the Internet. Also, it saves the students 
considerable money.
For our large courses, like Business Writing, Open Texts would be a great idea. 
For some of our unique electives, I doubt there would be Open Texts that would 
work.
Rhode Island College Open Textbook Efforts
Campus Team
○ Dragan Gill, Reference Librarian
○ Faculty forerunners
■ Eric Roberts and Biology 105 faculty
■ Whitney Blankenship, Education and History
○ LaTanya Monteiro, Learning for Life office
○ Jack Mello, User Support Services
○ Faculty Center for Teaching and Learning
○ Keri Rossi-D'entremont, Disabilities Services Center
Stipends
Professional Development Stipend
This stipend is based on the Open Textbook Network (OTN) stipend program. 
Faculty must:
● Attend an open textbook workshop, led by an OTN presenter or Dragan
● Write a brief, public review of an Open Textbook Library textbook
Textbook Adoption Stipend
Any full-time or adjunct faculty who adopt an open textbook are eligible for a 
one-time $200 stipend.
Accessibility
● All suggested resources on LibGuides have accessibility statements, reports 
or information
● Open textbook adoptions are sent to our Disability Services Center to revise 
or remix content into an accessible format, if needed in a different format
● Jack in User Support Services can support faculty in creating accessible 
content
OER at Providence College 

Campbell’s “half-semester takeaways from OER”
- Students (unsurprisingly) unanimously approve the OER approach
- I trust that every student has the textbook
- PDF format makes it easy to incorporate parts of the text into class notes
- The book is less bloated than a 7th edition of the industry standard
- The team-written content is more ideologically balanced than I’m used to
- Resources are just a normal website instead of behind proprietary tech

Supporting OER Mini-Grants


Open Educational Practices/
Open Pedagogy
https://openamlit.pressbooks.com/

Open Professional Practices
Sharing and engaging with others in open, networked environments can expand the 
impact of our work beyond a single institution. 
https://blog.mahabali.me/ 
Libraries offer local 
publication options 
and infrastructure
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